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Purpose of Today’s Webinar 
• Explain how Communications Guidebook fits into our 

overall 80% by 2018 strategy 

• Provide an overview of recent market research on 
barriers to reaching the unscreened 

• Introduce new messaging testing for use in reaching out 
to unscreened audiences 

• Showcase new tools and resources 

• Give examples of how new resources can be put to use 

• Q&A 
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The nation has become energized by the goal of achieving an 
80% colon cancer screening rate by the end of 2018.   

 

What will it really take  

to achieve this goal?  



10 Steps to Achieving 80% by 2018 

1. Convene and educate clinicians and their organizations. 

2. Find strategies to reach newly insured Americans. 

3. More effectively engage the payers. 

4. Find new ways to communicate with the insured, unworried 
well. 

5. Increase access to colonoscopy for everyone.  



10 Steps to Achieving 80% by 2018 

6. Ensure everyone can be offered a stool blood test option. 

7. Create powerful, reliable, committed medical neighborhoods 
around Federally Qualified Health Centers. 

8. Recruit as many partner organizations as possible. 

9. Implement intensive efforts to reach low socio-economic 
populations. 

10. Believe we will achieve this goal! 

 

 



Find Strategies to Reach  
Newly-Insured Americans 

• 10 million newly-insured 
Americans 

• Several million of these 
individuals are eligible for  
CRC screening 

• Creates a great opportunity  
to move a cohort from  
the un-screened to the 
screened group 
 

 
 



More Effectively Engage  
the Insured, Unworried Well 
• 75% of individuals who are not 

up to date have health 
insurance. 

• Many of these individuals are 
just like the up-to-date group, 
EXCEPT: they’re less worried 
about colon cancer and less 
motivated to seek preventive 
health care. 

• We need different messages 
and strategies for this group. 
 

 
 



Reaching the Unworried Well 

These individuals consider themselves “healthy,” 
but are less likely to visit the doctor, talk about 
screening, and/or have a personal connection to 
cancer.   

Further they have the impression that if they 
don’t have symptoms or a family history – they 
don’t need to be screened.  Most concerning of 
all, they are less likely to be swayed by a doctor’s 
recommendation. 
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Barriers to Consumer Screening – Factors  

• “I do not have health insurance 
and would not be able to afford 
this test.  I do not feel the need 
to have it done.” 

#1: 
Affordability 

• “Doctors are seen when the 
symptoms are evidently 
presumed, not before.” 

#2: Lack of 
symptoms 

• “Never had any problems and 
my family had no problems, so 
felt it wasn't really necessary.” 

#3: No family 
history of colon 

cancer   

#1 reason 
among 50-64 
year olds & 
Hispanics 

#1 reason 
among  65+ 

year olds 

Nearly ½ 
uninsured 
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Barriers to Consumer Screening – Factors  

• “I do not think it is a good idea 
to stick something where the 
sun don’t shine. The yellow 
Gatorade I cannot stomach.” 

#4: Perceptions 
about the 

unpleasantness 
of the test 

• “I fear it will be uncomfortable. 
My doctor has never mentioned 
it to me, so I just let it go.” 

#5: Doctor did 
not 

recommend it 

• “I just turned 50 and I am 
dealing with another health 
issue, so it's on the back 
burner.” 

#6: Priority of 
other health 

issues 

#1 reason 
among 

Black/African 
Americans; 
#3 reason 

among 
Hispanics 



Ensure Everyone Can be  
Offered a Stool Blood Test Option 

• Some people will not or 
cannot have a colonoscopy. 

• Anyone who hesitates 
should be offered a Fecal 
Immunochemical Test. 

• In some settings, FIT needs 
to be offered as the primary 
screening strategy. 

 

 



Meta-analysis of FIT vs. Hemoccult Sensa 

Conclusion:  FIT is a superior option for annual stool testing. 

FIT Hemoccult Sensa 

Sensitivity:  73-89%  64-80% 

Specificity:  92-95%  87-90% 

Lee, JK et. al. Ann Intern Med. 2014   160 (3): 171 



FITs Should Replace Guaiac FOBT 

Allison JE, et.al. J Natl Cancer Inst. 2007; 191:1-9 
Cole SR, et.al. J Med Screen. 2003; 10:117-122 

• Demonstrate superior sensitivity 
and specificity. 

• Are specific for colon blood and 
are unaffected by diet or 
medications. 

• Some can be developed by 
automated readers. 

• Some improve patient 
participation in screening. 
 
 



FITs Available in the US 

Name Manufacturer 

InSure Enterix,  Quest Company 

Hemoccult-ICT Beckman-Coulter 

Instant-View Alpha Scientific Designs 

MonoHaem Chemicon International 

Clearview Ultra-FOB Wampole Laboratory 

Fit-Chek Polymedco 

Hemosure One Step WHPM, Inc. 

Magstream Hem Sp Fujirebio, Inc. 



Many Patients Prefer FOBT 

Diverse sample of 323 adults given detailed side-
by-side description of FOBT and colonoscopy: 
(DeBourcy et al. 2007) 

 

• 53% preferred FOBT 

• Almost half felt very strongly about  
their preference 

 



Many Patients Prefer FOBT 

 (Powell et al. 2009) 

(Hawley et al. 2008) 

212 patients at four health centers rated different 
screening options with different attributes: 
• 37% preferred colonoscopy 
• 31% preferred FOBT 
 
Nationally representative sample of 2,068  
VA patients given descriptions of each screening:  
• 37% preferred colonoscopy 
• 29% preferred FOBT 

 



Many Patients Prefer FOBT 

Randomized clinical trial in which 997 patients in the San 
Francisco PH care system received different recommendations 
for screening: 

 

 

 

 
  

Many patients may forgo screening  

if they are not offered an alternative to colonoscopy. 

(Inadomi et al. 2012) 

Recommended Test Completed Screening 

Colonoscopy 38% 

FOBT  67%  

Colonoscopy or FOBT 69% 



Implement Intensive Efforts to Reach the Populations 
Confronting the Greatest Barriers to Care 

• Poverty, lack of insurance, low 
education level, lack of a regular 
source of primary care are all 
associated with very low 
screening levels, under 30%. 

• Many Native American tribes 
have very low screening rates 
and some have very high 
mortality rates. 

 



What Will It Take To Reach These Groups? 

• Support of FQHCs, Indian Health 
Service, and other safety net practices. 

• Willingness to donate some services. 

• Near universal sharing of the 
responsibility. 

• Innovative models: 

– Navigators 

– Community health workers recruited 
from these vulnerable communities 

 



More and More Organizations Are Signing the 
Pledge 



Recruit as Many Partner Organizations as Possible 

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://lib.law.washington.edu/content/guides/phlaw&sa=U&ei=OsiMU6fKF8eFqgacxoDACw&ved=0CCQQ9QEwAQ&sig2=32B2loOua55gn4EDxHQXGA&usg=AFQjCNHFtrxJHu_0ua8IZ17V_J_KXq5JOw


Recruit as Many Partner Organizations as Possible 

http://nccrt.org/
http://www.standup2cancer.org/


And Still More! 

We need every health system, every comprehensive cancer 
program, every insurer, every hospital, and every practice group to 

  make a commitment to get this done.  

 



Believe We Will Achieve this Goal! 

• CRC screening rates increased 
20% in 10 years, from 2000 to 
2010 

• We are now striving to increase 
screening rates by 15% in 5 
years. 

• Signing a pledge is not enough.   
• Every organization has to 

dedicate thought, time, and 
passion. 
 



Believe and Commit 

There are many important public health 
problems and goals. But we have a chance right 
now to do something remarkable if we pull 

together to do it. We can substantially 
reduce colon cancer as a major public 
health problem. Let’s get this done and then 
move on to the next goal. 

 



If 80% by 2018 is a slogan, we have no  

hope of achieving this goal. 
 

 

    If 80% by 2018 is a call to action, 

    it can be done.    



 

 

Angela Hayes 

Managing Director, Mission Support Communications,  

American Cancer Society 

 



For Today… 

Get Targeted 
Review of targeted approach to understanding our key 

audience 
 

Get Integrated 
Activating messages that motivate throughout the ecosystem 

of the unscreened 
 

Get Engaged 
Applying new learnings to your existing engagement  and working together to 

share the message 

 



The Key Threads 
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High Awareness of Screening Tests 

Screening Important, But One of Many Issues 

Colonoscopies Most Used/Effective, But Barrier For 
Some 

Affordability, Rationalization/Procrastination and 
Fear Top List of Barriers  

Physicians Most Trusted Source of Information 

Replace Logical/Rational Messages With Emotionally 
Motivating Messages to Compel Action 



The Big Picture 
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1 
2 

3 

 While the unscreened base is knowledgeable about screening, 
they fail to recognize its importance and have typically made a 
conscious effort/rationalization to avoid it. 

 
 
 To break down screening inertia and procrastination, ACS must 

design messaging tailored to the numerous specific barriers and 
reach the unscreened base through the most effective 
channels. 

 
 
 While physicians are the most trusted source for CRC 

information/recommendations, a majority see CRC screening as 
“one of many health issues” and not a “top health priority.” So, 
the importance of screening is being communicated but not to 
the level that will encourage patients to take action.  

 



 

 

The Issue 
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Hearing about someone else’s experiences (e.g., family, friends, Dr., 
etc.) relieves concerns and provides reassurance that the procedure 

is not as bad as perceived. 

“The more I learned about it, and then I started hearing other people talk about it, 
and it kind of relieved my concerns.” 

Support & 
Testimony 

Core Motivations for the Unscreened 
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Trust in the physician motivates some to move forward.  

 

“If it’s recommended, I’ll do it. That’s why you go to them. They’re the 
experts. I don’t do self-diagnosis. I go to them for advice.” 

 

 

Informed, knowledgeable, prepared and responsible about the 
process and results. 

 
“I want to be sure that I’m taking all the necessary steps and doing the 

things that I should be doing to be healthy and responsible. It’s a 
responsibility to take care of yourself.” 

Diving Deeper 

 

Patients want to stay in good health for as long as possible. 
 

“You can’t take for granted what your body is telling you. You need to find out if 
there’s anything wrong.” 

  

 

Doing something that one is supposed to do, that one doesn’t 
want to do, brings feelings of accomplishment and pride. 

 

“I need to do the things that need to be done, that you are supposed to do, 
to make sure I’m healthy.” 

 

Control 

Trust 

Physical 
Survival 

Ego 

Physicians often use messages that relate to these three 
motivations, stating that screening can save lives, prevent cancer 

and sharing their own experiences or experiences of other to help 
encourage patients to move forward with screening.  

These messages are used less frequently among physicians to 
help encourage screening.  

Expectation 

https://www.google.com/url?q=http://orinam.net/lgb-participants-qual-study-pondy-tn/&sa=U&ei=yRB-U7KRL4iRqgbAjoJY&ved=0CD4Q9QEwCDgU&sig2=zq87SsYGvd5aB8StYaMdog&usg=AFQjCNEqDBF9hlCaBg5lAdExyNzszUtswg


Targeting the Right Audience 

Financially Challenged.  Newly Insured.  Insured Procrastinators. 



Physicians, family, 
community 

organizations 

Different messages can be tailored to address individuals with unique barriers 
and/or emotional struggles they may be dealing with.  

Financially Strained 
Worriers   

Preoccupied, One 
Track Minders 

Fearful 
Procrastinators 

Alternative, cheaper 
tests available 

Take control over all 
of your health to live 

a long life 

Use testimonies to 
show that 

procedure is not as 
bad as perceived 

Lack of income 
and/or insurance to 

cover screening 

Other health issues 
more top of mind 

Fear of the 
procedure/prep 

drives 
procrastination 
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Healthcare provider, 
non-profit, insurance 

provider 
Physicians 

Physicians, family, 
community 

organizations 
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In Denial -  
“Cancer Can’t 

Happen to Me” 
Folks 

Use testimonies to 
show that cancer 

can happen even if 
no family history 

No personal 
connection to 

cancer, not moved 
by rational msgs. 

https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.superstock.com/stock-photos-images/1888R-22469&sa=U&ei=88WMU-63EISRqgbw2IK4Ag&ved=0CEIQ9QEwCQ&sig2=4wMcEJW6C7Bq8lMII27qGQ&usg=AFQjCNHJTudvy74x484WBebw1Y0GoEAawA
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Profile of Fearful Procrastinators Top Barriers To Screening 

Been 
procrastinating 

Heard test was 
unpleasant 

Heard prep was 
unpleasant 

Fear/Afraid 

Messages & Channels That Resonate The Best 

#1 

#2 

#3 

There are several screening options available, 
including simple take home options. Talk to your 

doctor about getting screened.  

Colon cancer is the second leading cause of cancer 
deaths in the U.S. when men and women are 

combined, yet it can often be prevented or detected at 
an early stage.  

Preventing colon cancer, or finding it early, doesn’t 
have to be expensive.  There are simple, affordable 

tests available. Get screened! Call your doctor today. 

“Privacy, less embarrassment, 
and no need to pay for a taxi 

to and from the appointment.” 

“It is a scary statement but it 
makes you really think; it's a 

wakeup call.” 

“Cost is a high priority for me.” 

Discussions with doctor or health care provider most preferred way of getting 
health info, followed by a website 

Healthy Lifestyle Behaviors 

 53% are doctor 
adverse 

41% talk to 
family/friends about 

screening 

44% talk to doctor 
about screening 

42% consider 
themselves healthy 

45% exercise on a 
regular basis 

57% care a great deal 
about maintaining 

health 

Have not been screened because heard test or prep was unpleasant or 
embarrassing, fear/afraid or have been procrastinating 

Emotional Driver: Control 

Emotional Driver: Expectation 

Emotional Driver: Control 
Over index total for insured 

Insurance Status 

Despite the fact that nearly one-quarter of 
this group has served as a caregiver to 

someone with cancer, they are pushing off 
being screened.  Their procrastination 

seems to be driven by fear of the test or 
prep, so alternative solutions outside of 
colonoscopies will appeal to this group. 

Physicians, family and community 
organizations may be good channels to 

reach these individuals.  

Adjusted screening likelihood:     21.4%   

Adjusted screening likelihood:     19.7%   

Adjusted screening likelihood:     19.1%   

Baseline screening likelihood:      11.7% 

Over index total for having children 

Children 

Demographic Profile 

http://www.google.com/url?url=http://www.labelsource.co.uk/labels/doctor-symbol-safety-sign-/ss2930&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=8h5qVICkO5esyATk6YHgCw&ved=0CDIQ9QEwDg&sig2=3t_1N10g5d9YZG5a-aglCg&usg=AFQjCNFzmL5Qnj3TRUrR9Ah2F_Jpy1V5eA
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAgQjRw&url=http://www.efit360.com/?attachment_id%3D517&ei=8RddVPvrNpCeyAS48YHgBA&psig=AFQjCNHUs5ssT8ymawZIFWT-6Epea5ls8w&ust=1415473521985255
http://www.google.com/url?url=http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Talk_sign.svg&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=kitqVKOyFNPesATjg4D4Ag&ved=0CC4Q9QEwDA&sig2=eGjOEg1JFIs5wev5X18Hhw&usg=AFQjCNFeYnWtTEz2ybkEjcpS4c1TY3b34g
http://www.google.com/url?url=http://www.socialsecurityinsider.com/2009/11/should-i-talk-to-my-doctor-before-applying-for-social-security-disability-benefits/&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=5itqVM-uBIbgsAS81IHoDQ&ved=0CB4Q9QEwBDgU&sig2=KLSCPz90JyEdVOI0N8tSNA&usg=AFQjCNGhehrjp5En8wssvFLTcjrXbkUNcw
http://www.google.com/url?url=http://www.clker.com/clipart-exercise-with-dumbbells-symbol.html&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=FyxqVIanH-_IsQS7soGYAw&ved=0CCAQ9QEwBQ&sig2=GWkWIni58mzQ1e_9HY4b9g&usg=AFQjCNEije1BsoDw3Z8jJP7xwCIXDvCoEA
http://www.google.com/url?url=http://healthyalbany.org/blog1/about-2/&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=ZixqVJiKNrb9sASNooLYCw&ved=0CBYQ9QEwADgU&sig2=7fbVq2OeDR-o8evTfzcbCw&usg=AFQjCNFclp4onTWj27QOO4VGT_O7_bwLvA
http://www.google.com/url?url=http://www.myfulllifenutrition.com/category/heart-health/&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=pyxqVLHqC6O1sQTzmICgBw&ved=0CBoQ9QEwAg&sig2=qtETvGS2IwaIqIlG0tWTKw&usg=AFQjCNEhjRhc7P3jeDIxliqzqUaeLx6JYg
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Activating Messages that Motivate 

There are several screening options available, including simple 
take home options. Talk to your doctor about getting screened. 

 

Colon cancer is the second leading cause of cancer deaths in 
the U.S., when men and women are combined, yet it can be 

prevented or detected at an early stage. 

 

Preventing colon cancer, or finding it early, doesn’t have to be 
expensive. There are simple, affordable tests available. Get 

screened! Call your doctor today. 
 

Most successful communications campaigns relay three messages to allow consumers 
to comprehend what is being asked to motivate action. We would recommend 
utilizing these messages, or similar messaging to educate your constituents around 
options to help us achieve our goal of reaching the 80% screening rate by 2018. 

 



Improving screening through effective messaging 

 

Unscreened may be knowledgeable about screening tests but have rationalized avoidance. 
To change behavior and overcome the barriers limiting screening, personalized messages 

must: 

 Make the case for early detection 

 Eliminate real and perceived barriers 

 Align systems to reinforce messages 

 Engage family and community networks 

 

Activating Messages that Motivate 



Engaging the Right Messenger 
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Reaching the Unscreened 
Shaping Dialogue, Engaging Supporters 

Advocacy Groups &  
State/Federal  

Agencies & CCC 

Medical Home or 
Neighborhood 

Media  
(paid & earned) 

Caregivers, 
Families & 

Friends 

Payers & Employers 
Community &  

Cultural  
Touch points 

• Reinforce messages about importance of  
screening, alleviate fear,  and make the 
need real 

• Online  appointment scheduling and 
reminders 

• Distribute Q&A’s, brochures, posters 
through DTC channels 

• Promote 80% by 2018 
• Lend credibility to local efforts 
• Underscore disease burden with  
     data 
• Engage spokespersons  
• Seek media partnerships 
• PSAs 
• Editorial calendar 
• Complement with digital  

• Develop cache of 
survivor stories & 
spokespeople 

• Co-promote assets 
• Light up social media 
• Share ACA materials 

 
 

• “80% by 2018” and NCCRT  
      member communications 
• Tap into benefits exchanges & 

vendors 
• Align with Human Resources depts. 
• Disseminate employee-centric 

collateral 
• Work with payers on incentives 

• Partner with neighborhood organizations  
• In-market activities such as walk/runs,   

fundraising events 
• Leverage local dignitaries/leaders as 

spokespersons 
• Churches strategy for Hispanic and AA 

comunities 
 

Consumer 

• Partner with primary care 
• NCCRT member communications 
• Outreach to Promotores 
• Align with FQHCs 
• Expand Flu-FIT program 

 



About the Product 

What it is: 
Guidebook designed to help 
understand and communicate 
colorectal screening options to 
three core audiences: 

• Financially challenged 

• Newly insured 

• Insured procrastinators 

Who it’s for: 
• Colorectal cancer screening 

champions looking to move 
unscreened audience to action 



In This Guidebook 

• Determining the Critical Populations 

• Current Efforts to Reach Target Audiences 

• Improving Screening Rates through Effective 
Messaging 

• The Importance of the Right Message 

• Reaching the Critical Audiences with New 
Messages 

• Understanding the audiences 

• Motivating the audiences 

• Channels to Reach the audiences 

• APPENDIX A : Audience insights by the 
numbers 

• APPENDIX B: Social Media Editorial Calendar
  



• Infographics 

• Press release template 

• Social media messages 

• Web banner ads 

• Cobranded inter-office TV slides 

• 80X 2018 core messaging 

• “Ways to Get Involved” tools 

Tools 



Activating the Tools 
• Fight Colorectal Cancer 
• GW Institute 
• American Cancer Society and the 

Health Care Services Corporation 

 



 

 

Anjee Davis 

President 

Fight Colorectal Cancer 

 



 

Fight Colorectal Cancer 



 

 

Aubrey Van Kirk Villalobos, MPH, Med 

Director, Comprehensive Cancer Control, GW Cancer Institute  

 



GW Cancer Institute 
Social Media 

• Toolkits target specific awareness months  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Explains social media basics and provides a 
mini-tutorial on media management and 
evaluation 

• Provides sample Facebook posts and Tweets to 
use 

Month Topic 

October 2014 Breast Cancer 

November 2014 Lung Cancer 

January 2015 Cervical Cancer/HPV 

February 2015 World Cancer Day 

March 2015 Colorectal Cancer 

September 2015 Prostate Cancer 

Social Media Toolkits 



Applying the 80% by 2018 
Communications Guidebook 

#1 Message for 
Unscreened 

There are several screening options 
available, including simple take home 
options. Talk to your doctor about 
getting screened. 

There are several ways to get screened 
for #ColorectalCancer, including simple 
take home options. Talk to your doc 
about getting screened 

Did you know there are several ways to 
get screened for colorectal cancer, 
including a take home option? Talk to 
your doctor about getting screened. 

Colonoscopy isn't the only way to get 
#ColorectalCancer screening. Read 
more about your options & talk to your 
doc: ow.ly/HY99v  

Colonoscopy isn't the only way to get 
screened for colorectal cancer. Your 
doctor can even give you a kit for you 
to take and use at home! Read more 
and talk to your doctor: 
http://ow.ly/HY99v 

Listen to the CDC Director, Dr. Frieden, 
discussing colon cancer and the 
importance of finding it early: 
http://ow.ly/HY6l0. There are several 
life-saving screening options available, 
even at-home tests. Talk to your doctor 
for more information. 

http://ow.ly/HY99v
http://ow.ly/HY99v
http://ow.ly/HY6l0


Aubrey Villalobos 

avillalobos@gwu.edu 

@teachpubhealth  

202-994-2680 

Website: www.cancercontroltap.org 

Twitter: @GWCancerInst 

Email: cancercontrol@gwu.edu 

mailto:avillalobos@gwu.edu
http://www.cancercontroltap.org/
https://twitter.com/gwcancerinst
mailto:cancercontrol@gwu.edu


 
 

Health Care Service Corporation  
& 

ACS Partnership 
 
 

Kristie Marcelle, Lakeshore Division 
High Plains Division 
Great West Division 

 



ACS & HCSC 
  

Health Care Service Corporation (HCSC) 

 - HQ in Chicago, IL  

 - Plans include: 

   Blue Cross Blue Shield of Illinois 

  Blue Cross Blue Shield of Montana 

  Blue Cross Blue Shield of Oklahoma 

  Blue Cross Blue Shield of New Mexico 

  Blue Cross Blue Shield of Texas 

 

   - 80by18 Pledge Partner  



Market Research & Toolkit Resources 

“How can we reach the unscreened  

in a more strategic way?” 
 

-Utilize toolkit to identify best messages to inform health 
plans’ colorectal cancer strategies 

 

-Co-Branded Reminders & Messaging Development 
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Questions To access the guidebook and supporting materials: 

http://nccrt.org/tools/80-percent-by-2018/80-by-2018-
communications-guidebook/  

 

For more information contact: 

Mary Doroshenk      Angela Hayes 

Mary.doroshenk@cancer.org   Angela.hayes@cancer.org  

 

To follow NCCRT on social media: 

Twitter: @nccrtnews  

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/coloncancerroundtable  

 

 

Questions 
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